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“Defog It is awesome!” Girard Tree 
Service owner tells arborists  

Product 
Review

Chris Girard, owner of New Hampshire’s Girard Tree Service, is a Certified Treecare Safety 
Professional and certified arborist.  When he tested samples of Defog It antifog, he was so 
pleased, he posted his results on TreeBuzz, a site for professional arborists.  His full post is at 
http://www.treebuzz.com/forum/showflat.php?Cat=0&Number=250457&Main=250378  
 
“The stuff really works. No, I’m not being paid to say this.” 
“I just wanted to tell you guys about this new product that I’m using called DEFOG 
IT. It is without doubt, the BEST product that I have ever used to keep my safety 
glasses from fogging up. 
 
“With Defog It, you don’t have to worry about any fogging. The stuff really works. 
No, I’m not being paid to say this; I just want to pass on some good info.” 
 
After further real-world testing, Girard sent this message to Defog It:   
“I also wanted to let you know that I used DEFOG IT all weekend long at the 
crane workshop in Massachusetts and it worked fantastic. It was a cloudy, misty 
day and working with the crane was a lot of sweaty work, but I did not have any 
problems. Passed out some samples to the other climbers too and they loved it.” 
 

Defog It: Proven to work in the toughest environments. 
Defog It is used by the military around the world. It’s been rigorously tested for 
performance. In one test, a lens treated with Defog It was held over constant hot 
steam for 60 minutes without fog forming. In another test, treated lenses were 
moved between cold and hot environments 100 times without fog forming.  
 
Defog It antifog is safe and effective on safety glasses, safety goggles, 
faceshields and eyeglasses, even high-tech anti-reflective and super-hydrophobic 
lenses. 


